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ACADEMIC THEORY AND

E PLURffiUS UNUM

THERAPEUTIC PRACTICE"
ChrislianGundennann

Jaimey Fisher
The Institute for German Cultural Studies' 1996 Spring Colloquiwn Series enjoyed the full diversity of our field· in
fact., it made diversity. difference. and
me ethical issues therein a consistently
cenlral topic of discussion. While the
papers themselvesdcmonstrated me wideranging interests and divergentmethods
now finding a home (but nO[ a Heimal)
wimin German Studies. they also re,
tumed time and time again to the question of bow to bcSI respecl, maintain, and
represent difference. Rahel Hahn, for
instance. took up the ethical momefll in
close reading as parallel to the ethical
moment in encountering the Other. Barbara Mennel showed how much of the
ubiquitous celebration of Fassbinder ignorcshisdeploymentofexotic,eroticized,
orientalist stereolypes of EI Hedi ben
Salem'sblack body. and argues that such
stereolypes foreclose a differentiated Ircatment of his race or ethnicity. Pascal
Grosse demonstrated how the German
debates around me African Other destabilized existing belief systems. William
Rasch celebrated the antagonistic difference belween Iwo dominanl theories in
our field, cultural studies and epistemological theory. Russell Berman argued
that me nation is, against today's conventional universalist wisdom. the best
collective category by which to acknowl·
edge and maintain panicular identity
and historical experience. All the au·
thors - via varied means - argued !.hat
weir approaches were rich on preserving
difference and poor on compressing iL
Rahel Hahn' s "Encountering the Other:
(collJinued on ptJg~ 12)
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Biddy Martin

BIDDY MARTIN
ApPOINTED ASSOCIATE
DEAN
Professor Biddy Martin, chair for twO
years ofthe Dcparunent ofGennan Studies. has been appoinled associate dean of
lheCollegeof Arls& Sciences. effective
July 1. The appoinunent is half time and
Martin will continue to reach and reo
search in German Studies, Women's
Studies and Gay Studies. HerJXlsitionas
chair of the department will be taken
over by interim chair, Professor Arthur
Groos.
Martin. who completed a Ph.D in German literature from the University of
Wisconsin. Madison in 1985, has been
on the faculty atComeU since 1984. She
is associate professor with joint appoint·
menl in German Studies and Women's
Studies. She has served on the steering
committee of the Institute for German
CullUral Studies and is a member of the
slceTing commiuee for Women's Studies and is !.he director for graduate slud·
ies for Lesbian, Bisexual. and Gay Studies.
Martin's publications include Woman
and ModemjlY: ThefLjfe) Slyles o(Lau
(collJinu~d on pa8~ 14)

The average academic conference tends
to serve, 10 put it at once crudely and
psychoanalytically. one main purpose: to
shore up Ihe speakers' phallic investilure. and to constilute an academic community via imaginary idcntification.
(Voila Freud's recipe for a totalitarian
sociely.) The content of the speakers'
presentations per se is of secondary imponance; but perhaps more strikingly,
this is selling which radically prevents
dialogue. The usual five minutes ofquestion·and·answer period after the presenlations can rarely be put to use to engage
in any sort ofexchange with the speaker's
argwnenl, if !.here is one: and so those
five minutes become the audience's opportunity at stardom. This leads to the
kind of"question"weare all too familiar
with from innumerable conferences:
"What you said is all well and good, but
here is whal I work on..:'
Little to none of the above was to be
observed at this conferencc, indicatively
labeled "Workshop" (some panicipanlS •
disappointed not 10 find !.heir usual format - probably thought of il as "labor
camp"). The March 2-3 weekend program was !.he kick-off to a longer series
ofeventS lO bccontinued next fall semesIef, leading up toa final crescendo in the
form of a three-day conference wi!.h invited speakers from Europe and the U.S.
in November 1996. The events are gen·
erously funded by the German Academic
ExchangeService(DAAD), thelnstitulc
forGennan Cullural Studies. !.he Society
for the Humanities, and others.
Thc organizers (Biddy Martin and
Suzanne Stewan) were obviously deter·
(continu~d on page 8)
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FACULTY BOOK REVIEW
The Powers of
Speech; Politics
of Culture In
the GDR

by David Bathrick
(Lincoln. NE:

Universily of Nebraska
Press. 1995) 303 pages

Marc Silbennan
North American GennanislS began to
notice GDR literature as an object of
analysis only in the mid-seventies. A
member of the editorial collective lhal
founded the journal New Gennan Critique in the early seventies. David
Balbrick was inslfUmentai from its onset

in encouraging us to engage seriously
issues raised by this object in the pages
of the interdisciplinary journal while he
himself made critical yet sympalhetic
contributionshereandelsewbere. Some

of these are collected now in this vol-

ume. reworked. extended, and flanked
by an introduction and three original
essays. Beyond the importance of the
volume's central discussion about the
development and function of oppositional or dissident culture in the GDR, it

also cannot help bUI serve as a significant marker by a major GDRscholar for
the way American Gennanistik will be
reorienting itselfin response to theGDR' s
collapse and Gennany's unification.
Written in a lucid, accessible style, The
Powers ofSpeech should beofintcreSI to
all those concerned with Ihe role and
constraints of inteUectual discourse in
postwar Gennany.
Bathrick's study consists ofeight chapters divided imo three sections with an
introduction and epilogue. Although
broadly chronological in its conception,
it is not shaped either as a hislory of
dissidents or of the cultural policies that
defmed the parameters of oppositional
discourse in the GDR. R1Ither. Bathrick
aims at tracing theGDR's imernal, contradictory dynamics of cultural modernization and national identily fonnation
by focusing on individual dissidents as
well ason controversial discussions aoout
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pertinenl cullural traditions in a socialisl
sociely. In both cases Bathrick excels at
comexlUalizing his focus, bringing to
bear on his material the larger political
comexl of changing cold-war oppositions lhat detennined instilutional discourses.
A brief summary of tlle chapters will
show how thisargumem proceeds. In the
introdUClion Bathrick announces his intention of countering those voices thai
have attempted in the past five years to
wrile off the GDR's dissident literalure
and oppositional intellectual elite as essential pillars of the corrupl, illegitimate
authority of party rule. The frame for
this critical. even polemical, approach
draws on three tenants: the space for
oppositional and allemative speech must
be seen within the discursive comext of
GDR literary institutions or what Bathrick
calls the socialist public sphere; this
public sphere implicates as welllhe role
of left-wing and anti,communist Western intellecluals within the logic ofcoldwar debates; and the GDR publ ic spheredrawing on specifiC German traditionsexplains the unique trajectory of the
opposition in contradistinction to dissidence in the Soviet Union or other East
bloc countries. Part I, "The Politics of
Culture", examines the comours of the
evolving public spbere between party
discourse. the role of Western media,
and tbecounterofficial voices in lheGDR.
While the first cbapler concentrates on
theemergence of the literary public sphere
and the crisis around Ibe expulsion of
poet Wolf Biermann in 1976, Chapler
Two investigates the history of innerparty refonn and self-transfonnation
around revisionist MarxislS like Robert
Havemann and Rudolf Babro.
Pan II, "The politics of Modemism: A
Theater of Revolution?", renects on the
power of avant-garde aesthetics as a
forcc of opposition and rencwal in the
GDR. Each of the four chapters centers
011 anaspeclofdramatisl Heiner Muller's
enCOunter with and redeployment of
Brechtian aesthetics from tllC fifties
through the eighties. At the same time
this discussion provides Bathrick an opportunity to explore, on theonehand, the
orthodox, dogmatic view of Marxism
dcfended by the party hierarchy and on

the other, the impasse of modernist aesthetic slrategies thai are bound to models
of productivism, binarism, and historical progressivism. In BatJlrick's view
Muller's theatrical texIS proved to be the
most consistenl and prescient critique of
the slultification that ultimately led to
collapse in the GDR.
Part III, "The Politics of the IITational",
focuses on the historical contingencies
that produced serious challenges in the
cullural sphere 10 the dominant paradigm of materialist, rationalist philosophy. In Chapter Seven Bathrick reviews
the stalus of folklore and popular culture
in the Marxisl tradition (overdetennined
by its misuse in the Third Reich) and
their intersection in the late sixties with
ulopian notions of fantasy. The emergence of uncanny tales, the rekindled
interesl in the Romantic heritage, and particularly among women writers - Ibe
insistence on subjective experience, inCluding dreams and the fantastical, enriched literary discourse in the seventies
but also threw intoqueslion the Enlightenment framework called upon to legitimate rca1existing socialism in the GDR.
Chapler Eight pursues this critical discourse in Ihe contexi of Nietzsche's reception in the GDR. tracing once again
the historical lension between Marxism
and Nietzsche through Georg Lukacs,
the Frankfurt School, and Ernst Bloch.
Asacritiqueofall absolutes, Nietzsche's
writing began in the eighties a process of
articulation that in hindsight was symptomatic for a polarization among intellectuals around funcL'UTlental issues of
social change and national identily in the
GDR, concepls such as antifascism,
working class solidarity, and the socialist tclos of a colleclive subject.
Bathrick closes his sludy with an epilogue that qualifies his model of the
socialist public sphere constituted largel y
(coflliflu~d Ofl pagr 17)
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CONFERENCE ON
CRITICISM AND THEORY
HELD IN APRIL
IGzer Walker
On April 26 and 27. Cornell's Society

for the Humanities. in cooperation with
the Scboot for Criticism and Theory, sponsored a Conference on Criticism and

Theory. Papers covered a range of topics
and approaches in literary criticism and
historiography; looming large, mough.
were questions ofpoetics and problemsof
loss and mourning - and Ihesc spheres
frequently overlapped.
Elaine Showalter (Department of English, Princeton), who was ocheduled to

speak on "Hysterical Epidemics of the
1900s," was unfortunately unable to at-

tend lile conference. I am unhappy to
report, too, lhall was not able to hear the
ftrst of the conference papers, Stephen
Nichols (Department of French, Johns
Hopkins) speaking on "The 'Orgueil' of
Medieval Manuscripts," Barbaro John-

son (Department of English, Harvard)
delivered the second. an inquiry into the
relationships among ethics, subject-objectrelations, and textual-interpretive free
play, drawing on the work of boUl Kant
and child development Ulcorist and psychiatrist D. W. Winnicou.
Taking Winnicott's notion of the "transitional object" as a point of departure,
Johnson's paper reconsidered the fundamental ethical injunction againsl "using
people." While such "use" is convention·
ally undersllxxt in the sense of economic
exploitation. or in the sense of an objectification of the other for the narcissistic
consolidation of the self. Johnson suggested ways in which "using people"might
instead occasion an escape from the narcissistic subject.
Johnson explained thaI, in Winnicotl,
the ltansilional objeci (a teddy bear, a
security blanket) exists prior to the ch iId' s
distinction of subject and objecl, though
the ltansitional object is also that which
brings this dichotomy into being. The
transitional object is subjected to the
infant's loving as well as hating and aggression -- its status as transitional object

depends upon itssUlvival ofthe infant's
test of Lhe destruction of the object. It is
this proof of pennanence that allows
the child to learn he or she is not omnipotent, to tolerate this. and ultimately
to separate from the object.
Johnson went on to discuss how in the
relationship between ps ychoanalyst and
analysand. Winnicott sltessed thai the
latter must use the fonner in a manner
analogous to the child's use of the
transitionalobjocL In Winnicou's tenns.
the patient who relates to the analyst
rather than using him or her. Johnson
said. has only constructed a "false self
capable of finishing the analysis and
expressing gratitude." but left the ~real
work" undone. Like the infant with a
prematurely moral sense of restraint
against destructiveness vis-ii-vis the
transitional object, such a patient is
caught in a "narcissistic lock in which
nothing but approval and val,idation or
disapprov.aJ and invalidation is experi·
enced," "Using the analysl," on the
other hand. "means experiencing all
the infantile feelings of omnipotence
and dependency so as 10 learn to tolerate and imcgrale them rather than shut
them OUI through a false system of
premature respect and concern." Thus
the lock is opened "to let in the world."
This sense of using people. Jobnson
maintained, is relevant to the construction of ethical subjects.
11lroughout her paper, Johnson emphasi7..ed WinnicOIl's rhetorical sltategies, particularly the attempts in his
writing 10 expand a space in which 10
theorize what he calls "the intermediate area between the subjective and that
which is objectively perceived," Johnson noted Winnicott's insislence on
maintaining a paradoxical understand·
ing of the in-between nature of the
ltansitional object, particularly as regards its origins: Ibe baby creates the
object bUI the object was there waiting
to be created and to become a cathected
object" In WinnicoU's writing, Johnson suggests. "[tJhe paradox ofthe transitional object functions, like the transitional objcct itself. as domain of play
and illusion that allows an interpreter,
like an infant. to accept and tolerate

frustration and reality." Johnson suggests that such aspects as the Winnicott
material resonate with postslrUcturaiist
reading strategies that would allow for a
"free play of signifiers"; nolions certainty and authority in interpretation on
the other hand, might then represent a
"premature respect" in the approach to
texts,
The Friday session closed with Michael
Rlffaterre (Department of French, Columbia) speaking on "The Binh of a
Text."The paperquestioned theassump'
tions ofhenneneutic approaches to texts
that would find texts' significance "hid·
den elsewhere: in intention, in the unsaid, in the repressed, in the obscurely
meant," approaches that uhimately test
the validity of their own interpretation
according to "a connection between the
word and a nonverbal entity"; RiffateITe
proposed a break with the "reliance on
referentiality."
Riffaterre considered three cases to ilIusltate the approacb to texts he has in
mind. He began with acritiqueofTzvetan
Todorov's reading, in his Genres du
disoou{S, of Baudelaire's prose poem
"La chambre double." The poem's narrator describes his room ltansfonned in
a dream into the perfumed boudoir of an
unseen woman, then bis waking in the
solitary, shabby bedroom, Riffaterre's
reading of the poem diverged from
Todorov's in seeking a unity of the contradictory descriptions in a purely formal, textual element-- "tlle artefact, the
clever conceit that gave the text its literary identity" .. that would serve as a
"verbal binge" between Baudelaire's two
rooms.
Reflecting on the question of "what
takes the place of reality when
referentialily is suspended," Riffaterre
went on to discuss the 1956 poem by
Michel Leiris. "A Self-Portrait of the
Poet as a Muslim Crier," and its
intertextual relationship to an earlier essay, "Persephone," contained in Leins's
autobiogr'dpbical writings. Through per.
sistenl contradiction, the poem undermines any attempt to read it referen·
tially. The elements in the poem (a muezzin, a minarel, a snake), Riffaterre
contended, are in fact generated in lhe
(conJillut!d on pogt! 15)
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STEVEN ASCHHEIM:
"NEW DIRECTIONS AND
ISSUES IN HOLOCAUST
HISTORIOGRAPHY"
Suzanne Stewart
Historians are not lbeologians. and
lhereforc it is the historian's task con-

tinually and responsibly 10 revise earlier
models of historical explanation. So
Steven Aschheim opened his talk "New
Directions and Issues in Holocaust Historiograpby"on April 12. 1996aspartof
a conference entitled "History and
Memory," organized by theComeli History Deparunent graduate students.
Steven Aschhheim is Professor of Hislory at Hebrew University in Jerusalem
and author of Brot~rs and Strangers,
TheNietzsc~ LegacyinGermany: 18901990, and the soon to appear Culture
and Catastrophe. Aschheim insisted
that the need for continuous revision be
applied to the study of the Holocaust as

well.
Speaking from what be described as a
"posl-Goldhagcn" perspective. such revision is above all essential for an analysis of anti-semitism in Germany. and
Aschheim proposed that historians engage in ~loca1 studies" of anti-semitism,
emphasizing, however, the fundamental
split between pre-1933 scmitism and
what followed. Aschheim demanded
refmements of comparative models of
analysis ofanti-semitism, born temporal
and geographic, as well as more sophisticated interrogations of how antisemitism worked at different class levels
inGermansociety.lnresponsctoDaniel
Jonah Goldhagen' s recent and much
debated book Hitler's Willing Executioners, Aschbeim insisted that knowledge of jewish extenninalion was to a
significant degree repressed, that pan of
the bureaucratic functioning of the machine of extennination depended on the
choice of not knowing. The question
Aschbeimraised, therefore, was whether
this can be considered anti-semitism as
traditionally understood. Indeed,
Aschbeim proposed that anti-semitism
may well have functioned as a retreac-
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liveexplanatioll of mass kiUing, that the
thesis of anti-semitism can be used as a
later rationalization of rather than as an
impulsion for theextennination ofEuropean Jews.
Aschheim insisted on the continuing
importance of the bureaucratic explanation of Nazi policy towards Jews, of the
routinization of killing that generated its
own momentum. On the other hand, he
also criticized the functionalist model of
explanation for its neglect of cultural
factors, for its inability to explain bow a
previous social taboo can suddenly become thinkable. It is the explanation of
such cultural factors, or what he called
the reconstruction of a cultural context,
lhat historians must now reconstruct.
Aschheim ell umerated a series ofcriteria
imponant for such a reconstruction: lhe
faet that the 20th century is a century of
mass dealh based on the idea of purification and "ethnic cleansing"; the faet that
the rise of Nazism depended on worldwide wars; thecrisisoflibcralism and the
consequent rise of anti-democratic as
well as anti-communist movements; and
above all, the totally novel idea of a
suslained vision of racial or biological
politics, the use. that is, of modem discursive practices at the service ofeugenic
visions of the state.
What Aschheim proposed was a detailed anaJysis of this radically new vision of the modem state founded on the
idea of race, a vision that depends on the
notion ofinclusioll and exclusion. Antisemitism must be understood within the
context of this eugenic framework, of a
state founded on a medica1izcd racial
hygiene. Thus, for instance, historians
need to study the role of doctors, nurses,
geographers, sociologists and demograpbers in the construction of Nazi ideology. The role of "racia!" expens such as
doctors were from the very beginning
very imponant: doctors, as Jay Lifton has
shown, were both over-represented in the
Nazi pany and involved in the process of
extennination at all levels. Historians
need to study more carefully theconncetions between the euthanasia programs
and the Nazi elaboration of the "Final
Solution." Another factor aJso requires
more analysis: the role of intoxication in

the killing machine, understood both as
the Rausch that the killing generated, a
crazed sacrifical outbreak amongst those
that were engaged in the massive
shootings amongst the Einsatztruppcll
as well as in the 55-manned concentration camps. More prosaically, however,
historians should study more carefully
lhe role alcohol played, especially
amongst the "ordinary men-' of lhe
Einsatztruppen studied by Christopher
Browning.
Ascbheim concluded his talk by insisting on the need for more specific studies
of Nazi ideology, studies that should,
however, always be sensitive to the
larger context. He demanded a
contextualization that is always open to
questioning
this
gesture· of
contextualization. Only in this way, he
concluded, would it be possible to remain committed to open debate.
Suzanne Stewan is a lecturer in ti,e
Depanmenr of Modem l..o.nguages
at Comell

******
GERMAN COLLOQUIUM
SERIES TO CONTINUE IN
FALL 1996
The Gennan Colloquium series, sponsored by the Institute for German Cultural Studies, will begin again in September with the usual format of outside
professors and Cornell graduate students
presenting papers. Among those who
have accepted the invitation to attend are
Rodolpbe Gaschc, Department of Comparative Literature at SUNY Buffalo;
Patricia Hermingbouse, Department of
Foreign Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics. University of Rochester; Sara
Lennox, Deparunent of Germanic Languages and Literatures, University of
Massachusetts; Christian Gundennann.
graduate student. Department of German Studies. Cornell; Barbara Hahn,
Berlin, presently Associate Professor,
Princeton; and Arlene Tcraoka, Associate Professor. University of Minnesotaat
Minneapolis.
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WAGNER: OPERA AND
CULTURAL PRACTICE
Jeffrey Schneider

During the weekend of April 5·6. 1996,
{he Institute for German Cultural Stud-

ies. in cooperation wilh lheGcnnan Aca·
dem ic Exchange Service (0AA D), sp:>nsored a conference on Richard Wagner

entitled "Wagner: Opera and Cullural
Practice." Organizedby ProfessorArthur
Groos(Comcll), thclwo-day conference

focused on historical. theoretical. and
interpretive issues surrounding Wagner's
musical theater. The imcrdisciplinary
aims of the conference brought logelber

musicologists and literary scholars from
England. Canada and lhe United Slates.

In addition to analyzing a broad range of
Wagner'sopcralic works, the papers also

examined performance practices,
Wagner's philosophical and autobiographical writings, texts by contempo-

raries of Wagner, and more recent literary and perfonnancc theory.
Nearly all the papers engaged with the
interpretive problems posed by Wagner's
own theoretical understanding of bis
project and his representation of interpretation in the operatic texts themselves.
Two papers attended to Ole complexities
of genre in Wagner's works, focusing in
particular on Wagner's use of genre as
part of all artistic development leading to
Tristan und Isolde and the foundation of
a German national theater of the future.
In "Vas Liebesverbot: Wagner's 'Italian' Opera?," EmanueleSenlcl(Comell)
argued thal Wagner's characlerization
of lhis "failed" piece as Italian opera had
less to do with the structure of the work
lhan with Wagner's autobiographical
narrative of becoming a Gennan artist.
In addition to contextualizing the discourse about the national character of
music in the Young Genoan movement,
Senici also analyzed the opera's generic
and musicological structures to dispute
its relation to works like 1...JJ SOtUlmbula
and demonstrate its similarity (oGerman
operatic predecessors like Beethoven's
Fidelia or Weber's Der Freischiitz. Art
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Groos also saw Wagner's teleological
hand at work in Derjliegende Hollander.
In "Back to the Future: Hermeneutic
Fantasies in Der jliegende Hollander:'
Groos identified the operation of two
genres, the Schal/eroper and the rescue
opera, whose interplay attempts 10 defer
the fulfillment of lhe opera's meaning
inw the future, at which time therevolutionary theater would be realized. Groos
pointed out thataflercompleting Tristan,
Wagnerintegrated chromatic music into
the Hal/tinder's conclusion in order to
denote Tristan as its realization.
As might be expected at a conference on
Wagner, Tristan lInd Isolde also figured
prominently in other papers. lboma.'i
Grey (Stanford) explained that Isolde's
aria at the beginning of Act I represented
a "rage" aria that would have been diagnosed by Wagner's contemporaries as a
sign of degeneracy. In "Wagner the
Degenerate," Grey traced Wagner's place
in the discourse ofdegeneracy in the 19th
century. In "Walter Benjamin's
TrauerspieJ and Wagner's Musical
Drama," Jobn Deatbridge(Cambridge)
approached the opera through the terms
of allegory and symbol. Deathridge suggesled that operas like Tristan reveal
Wagner's passion for allegory in both
lextand music. Drawing on Benjamin's
analysis of Baroque tragedy as well as on
a broad range ofcontemporary theorists,
Deathridge outlined how Wagner used
allegory to fuse myth and history together.
Dcathridge used the dialectic between
allegory and symbol to understand
Wagner's techniques for generating
meaning. Other conference participants
suggested similar oppositions in
Wagner'soperas. In "The Racist POlitics
of Hidden Meaning," Mare Weiner (Indiana) used the distinction between metaphor and literalism to darify the dcbate
around anti-Semitism in Wagner's operas. Reminding the audience lhal
Wagner's dramas arose out of a Romantic tradition that privileges metaphorical
meaning, Weiner argued that Wagner
represented Jews metaphorically through
their inability to correctly comprehend
non-literal messages. Weiner demon-

sU1lted that nOl only Mime's greed and
treachery, but also his mimetic and nonmetaphorical music from Act II of
Siegfried code him as the (metaphorical)
Jew in the text David Levln(Columbia)
also foregrounded the tension ~twccn
metaphorical and literal levels in
Wagner's work as pan of his analysis of
thedcbateovertraditionalisl and innovative stagings of Wagner's operas. In
"Reading a Staging/Staging a Reading"
Levin argued against conservative, mimetic, intentionalist perfonnance practices that inevitably favor lhe music over
the librello, and called instead for productions that grapple to represent the
interpretative dimensions of the texts.
He used a videotaped Australian performance of Die Meistersinger to show one
possibility of portraying Beckmesser's
perfonnance in the final aetas a failure of
reading.
The themc of death plays an important
role in Wagner's work. John Deathridge
suggested that death is at the heart of
Wagner's usc of allegories. In their
highly perfonnative paper in the emerging fieldof"deathstudics" -- '''Alles was
ist, ender': Death, Dying and the Ring"- Linda Hutcbeon (Toronto) and Mark
Hutcheon offered a reading of the Ring
as Wotan's confrontation with death.
Recognizing that death's meaning is
culturally circumscri~d, the Hutcheons
first contextualized Wotan's impending
death as part of a philosophical tradition
in the 19th century. Their reading also
drew on morc recent theori7..ations of
death by Elisabeth Kubler-Ross and
Ernest Becker in an effort to understand
the continued relevance of Wagner's
opera tetralogy to audiences today.

Jeffrey Schneider is a graduate studenl
in GefflUln Swdies at Cornell

******
'PJntributions to German Culture New
re welcome. Ifyou would JiJce an even
isted or have an article to contribute
leasecontacl JuliaStewart at 255-8408
-m ai {:js 75@cornell.edu
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FELSTINERS LECTURE
ON PAUL CELAN AND
CHARLOTTE SALOMON
John R. Crutchfield
The Cornell Society for the Humani-

ties, in conjunction with Lbe DepartmcmsofEnglish and Modem Languages.

lhe Program for Jewish Studies, and the
Institute for German Cultural Studies.

recently sponsored a pair of leclures by
John and Mary Fc1stiner, both of whom
have recently published significant studies of Gennan Jewish anists. John
Fclstiner's well-attended lecture took
place on Monday, April I, 1996 in the
A.D. Wbile House. and took ilS title from
his book, Paul Celan' Poe!. Survivor.

wk is Immediately thrown into doubt for
a number of reasons. Since Celan's
mother-tongue was also ule "murderertongue," what might it mean to render
his poems in some other language?
Wouldn't this obscure or obliterate the
very existential urgency and historical
irony which characterize Celan's poetic
voice? What is probably the case with
any poet is undoubtedly trueofCelan: his
relationship 10 the language of his own
writing is unique and problematic. It
would not be difficult to argue, in fact,
thaI Celan could not have written poems
in any other language, that the disarticulations his writing perfonns, the trembling and slippage il sets in mOlion are
specific to Gennan, Felstiner engages

Jo¥., which received a favorable review
from Gail Hoist-Warhaft in the March

issue of The Bookpress. Professor
Fclstincr's work is a remarkable conjunction of biography, criticism, and
translator's notebook, with dClailcd discussions of the process by which indi-

vidual poems were rendered into English. One is struck by the amount of
care, persevera.nce, and sheer humility
Celan's poems seem to demand of the
ltanslator. What was perhaps the most
interesting aspect of Prof. Felstiner's presentation was the insight it afforded into
Ihe reasons he undenook so difficult a
wk. He began by noting Celan's importance, not only as "Europe's mostsignificant post-war poet," but also as "the
greatest translator of our time," (Celan
translated over fifty poets from eight
different languages,) The affmity with
Celan, however, extended beyond Ihe
shared task of the translalOr, as well as a
shared Jewishness, In a eenain sellse the
poems themselves, difficult as they are,
demand to be understood, to be felt like
tremors through every other language,
and according to Felstiner, they in fact
address themselves to their future ltanSlalOrs, This is because they are wriUen
outofan experience which both demands
and continues to defy comprehension, If
CeJan's writing bears wi mess to the Holocaust., Prof. Felstiner sees his task as
"witncssing for U1C witness:' Yet this

Paul Cela/l
these problems in his translations in several ingenious ways - for example by
retaining as much as possible the actual
rhythm and sound of the Gennan original, or by leaving certain words entirely
untrallslated, as In the poem
"Dcalhfugue," which Prof. Felstinerdescribed as "lhe Guernfca of poetry." The
effect is not a mere "carrying over" of
meaning from one language to anolher,
but rather an electrifying interaction betwecn thc syntactical, lexicographical,
onhographical, and metaphorical characteristics of two differcnt but related
languages. Fclstiner's English lilerally
registers the trauma of Celan' s Gennan.
Prof. Felstiner's presentation followed
Celan's life schematically from the
latter's birth inl920inCzemowitz(then
part of Rumania) to his death in 1970 in
Paris. Several rcmarkable photographs
of Celan were shown on the overhead-

projector, along with poems belonging to
various periods of his carcer. Prof.
Felstiner lalked thc audicnce lhrough
some of the poems' more interesting or
difftcult passages from the pcrspectiveof
translation, noting the complexities of
allusion, especially to lhe Old Testament. HealsoplayedanumberofrecordingsofCelan reading his own poems, all
of which were hauntingly musical, powerfully cadenced perfonnances. The audience was funher treated to an anecdote
or two illustrating lhe bil.arrc lenglhs to
which a careful translator must go to
insure the propriety of his or her translation. (In doubt as to whether the word
"HellkiefemdufC in the poem "EsStand"
could adequatcly be rendered by "bright
pine scent," Prof. Felstiner did what any
man of science would have done in his
stead: he undertook an empirical investigation, This required that he journey
several lhousand miles to Jerusalem,
where lhe poem (.lu::es place, to determine
whcther the scent in question did in fact
originatc from a bright pine, The ncedles
he produced from an envelope attested to
the correctness of his hypothesis.) Prof.
Felstiner concluded his lecture with a
briefaccount ofeelan'sdealh, presumcd
by many to havc been a suicide. Although no note was discovered, it was
found that Celan had been reading a
biography of the poet H61derlin, opencd
to a pagc on which the following selltcnce was underlined, "Sometimes this
genius darkens and sinks down in the
bitter wcll of his heart, but oftentimes his
spirit glitters wonderfully."
The following afternoon, April 2, Prof.
Felstiner gave a workshopon ltanslation
to a smaller group of facully and students, entitlcd, "TranSlating Neruda and
CeIan: The Art of Loss." It will be
recalled lhat Prof. Felstillcr's previous
book oftranslations bears the title, Iran.£:
.lalin~ NCOlda' The Way 10 Maccbu
fud.u., and Prof. Felstiner described the
link between these two poets as thaI of a
"kindred effort to re-voice an oblitcrated
people." The workshop began with a
discussion of differcnt conceptions of
what translation is or should be, and in
panicular what translations of poetry arc
commonly thoughl to be. The sugges(comilllled on poge 17)
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FACULTY PUBLICATIONS
Recent publicauons of Cornell University faculty mcmocrs include:
Michael Steinberg, editor: Waller Benjamin and the Demands of HisIOI:Y. with
essays by H,D. Kiusleiner, Jacques
Ranciere. Irving Wohlfarth, Michael

Loewy. Francoise Meltzer, Harry
Harootunian, Max Pensky, Ackbar Abbas,
and Michael Steinberg

(July 1996)

Cornell University Press.
BIddy Martin, EcmjojojlY Played
Slrajghl (September 1996) Routledge
Press.

• • • Nietzsche's Corpsle

by Geoffrey Waite
(Duke University
Press, 19%)
o

.Prismatic Tboul:btj
Tbeodor W. Adorno
by Peter U. Hohcndahl
(Nebraska University
Press, 1995)

FACULTY PROFILE
Bonnie Buettner, Senior Lecturer in
theGennan Studies Depanmcnl. received
her doctoral degree in German from
Cornell in 1984. She had started her
graduate work at UCLA, wbere she received her masler's degree and was
awarded a UCLA Faculty Award for
Excellence in Teaching. Al Cornell, she
focused her studies on the medieval period and bas published on botl\ German
and French medieval topics. Buettner
has long been an adjunct member of tbe
department and now returns to teaching
fuJI time after more than ten years in
adminisU"ative positions. She served the
university first as Dean for Seniors and
Pre-Law Advisor in the College of Arts
and Sciences and lben as University Fellowship Coordinator, working with students applying for various prestigious
awards, including the Rhodes and
Marshall Scholarships.
This past semester, Buettner taught a
section of the popular Freshman Writing
Seminaron fairy tales, asubjecton which
she has also published, and a 200 level
inU"oductory Gennan literature course.
Themain focus of her teaching will be on
the in tennediate level courses in German
Studies. Buenner bas already started to
explore new ventures at thai level by
developinganewcourse- WasistdeulSCh?
(Gennan 220) - which examines questions of German identity and how Ger-

------

Donnk Bueltner

mans and others have defined
"Gennanness" through selections from

film. essay. literature, an and music.
Together with colleagues in the OML

and the native Gennan speaker in the
Language House, she started what she
hopes will be a successful series of social
galherings for students at all levels of
German; lhe first "Spiel und Spracbc"
was held in April.
As Chair of lhe Goelhe Prize Committee this spring, Buettner looked into lhe
possibility ofexpanding the eligibility of
lhe award beyond lhe competition currentlyopen to juniors, seniors, andgraduate students. Starting next spring, the
new award will be given to a freshman or
sophomore for lhe best essay on German
literature In addition to her teaching
duties, Buettner will be working with
Prof. Ima EzergaiJis to help train TAs,
for which they were successful in getting
funding.

FREUD CONFERENCE TO CONTINUE IN FALL

SexualIty. State. and

CI,II Society In
Germany. 1700- 1815
by Isabel V. Hull

(Cornell University
Press. 1995)
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The conference "Legacies of Freud:
Academic Theories and Therapeutic
Practices," after a very successful Start in
March, will continue into the new academic year. A course on Freud for advanced undergraduates and graduates
will be offered for the Fall semester.
Biddy Martin and Suzanne Stewan, organizers ofthe conference, will teach the
course. Speakers from the Cornell communily will also have opponunity to
present their work to the students.
The conference will culminate in a threeday event on November21. 22, and 23 in
which invited speakers from the U. S.
and Europe will panicipate. Michael

Parsons (England), Ruth Leys (John
Hopkins), Judith Butler (UClBerke1ey),
Mitchell Greenberg (Miami/Ohio), Dori
Laub(New England Institute for Psychoanalysis, New Haven), I1se GrubrichSimitis (Analyst and editor of Freud's
work for FischerVerlag, Gennany), Mark
Driscoll (Cornell graduate student) arc
some ofthe names who have been in vited
to lhe conference.
The Freud conference is generously
funded by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD), Institule for
German Cuultural Studies, College of
AJ1s& Sciences, Society for the Humanities, Gay SlUdies and others.
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working-through whichengagcs ..the so- miss the ability 10 mourn, and therefore
mined to facilitate dialogue, and for par- cial and political problcmsand providers] leave the past behind, as simply naive or
ticipants familiar with Martin's "radi- a measure of responsible control in ac- insensitive) in afield Which, in his mind.
cal" approach to pedagogy, it was no tion" is linked with a more general pre- has been dominated by displaced religisurprise for them to find themselves dis- dilection ill recent academic discourses osity, where the Holocaust has become
persed into small discussion groups after for anti-rational unmediatedness, the ritual space for acting-out, for "nearan exceptionally briefexpose (10-15 min- LaCapra stated that these current dis- death experiences without dying,"
UICS) given by the presenter, The papers courses (which he broadly labeled
TIle concept of trauma was to dominate
w bediscussed wercavaitable previous to deconstructionist., or posunodernist., and much of the weekend's discussiolls. In
the event. so there was no need for lengthy whose theoretical lineage he traced 10 the discussion that followed LaCapra' s
and tiring performances. 11 became pos- sucb writers as Paul de Man, Julia Kristeva presentation, participants criticized his
sible w stay focused and discuss very or Georges Bataille) - in their valoriza- stark distinction between acting-out and
specific topics raised by the papers (there tion of melancholia (and therefore dis- working-through, which, in Freud's conwere only four all
ception,arenotasclcarly
weekend), and there
separate from each other
was ample time for
as LaCapra would like
them to be, It was arissues to be really
gued that working-out
"worked-through"
(there was at least
was receiving too
uncritical a valorization
one hour and a half
ofdiscussion foreach
in LaCapra's account.,
paper). Thus the forand that Lanzmann' s
film and writing premat of the event resented a necessary criflected some of the
tique of mourning as a
most central theoregulatory and domesretical concerns of
~ ticating process whose
the wriling under discussion. The deli~ ethical status is more
ciously
catered
Ci than dubious precisely
lunches provided furbecause it allows to
"leave behind," and
theropportunitics for
whose harmonizing
continued discusPanelists Joan Copjec. Suwnne Stewart and Biddy Martin with participants
lClldencycannotdojussion.
The fll"st presenter, notoriously engaged avowal ofmourningorworking-through): tiee to historical trauma. Workingwith ethical questions concerning aca- of excess and radical expenditure: of through, moreover, must always rely on
demic discourse, was Dominick ecstacy and self-immolation: of moving acting-oUl, a certain dose of which will
LaCapra, who offered a paper titled: away from specificity: ofblocking under- never be sublated. Someone suggested
"Lanzmann's Shoah' Here There is No standing: in relation to writing itself, of that Sh2ah, as well as a lot of the curren{
Why," In this paper, LaCapra criticizes unreadability produced by a style which critical writing on the Holocaust., could
certain aspects of Claude Lanzmann's privileges erratic abstraction; of a be regarded as a ritualized fonn of workepochal "chef-d'ocuvre," most notably "politique du pire" -tend lO inscribe the ing-through trauma, There was, howits tendency to "confine performativity to Holocaust as a trope for the structural ever, IittJe disagreement over LaCapra·s
acting-out and even to give way to dis- trauma inherent in practices of represen- concern that the passage from "radical
placed, secular religiosity," (18) The tation and signification. The Holocaust art" to politics in such writers as Lyotard,
concerns raised in this paper, and in the thus comes to stand in for meaningless- Kristevaor Bataille was much too immefifteen-minute plot sununary aloued to nessand trauma toul courl, which means diate, and that critical categories like
the speaker, were to dominate the entire that important historical distinctions are obligation, guilt and responsibility had
weekend. so broad and imponant was being erased, LaCapra called for the lO be made not just relevant but also
their scope with respect to the discursive reintroduction of Ibesecriticaltools (e,g. applicable, There was also littJe dissent
practices we all are engaged in. To para_ the distinction between different foons from LaCapra's call for greater historiphrase LaCapra'sobservations as briefly of historical trauma; or the distinction cal specificity in dealing with trauma
as possible, lhe critique of Lanzmann's betwccn a kind of muted trauma as the than is lO be found in the writers whom
preference for a mode of unmediated outcome of identification with a victim LaCapra criticized.
acting-out or unmediated identification and actual victimhood) and for Ihe re·
The second paper discussed 011 Smurwith victims of the Holocaust over a valorization ofa positivelyoriented mode daywasMaryJacobus's·-Inccst., Trauma
more conscious and mediated mode of of working-through (which doesn't dis- and Literary Transmission: Mary

(Freud - continued from page l)

J
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Shelley's Unreadability ,"The discussion
of this paper allowed us to focus on !he
more specifically psychoanalytical implications of the concept of trauma as it
oscillates between (internal) fantasy and
(external) event The (slippery) distinction so fiercely debated earlier between
mourning and melancholia or workingthrough and acting-out as it relates to the
question ofreadability was also addressed
again and from different angles. Jacobus'
paper presents a (beautifully complex,
and is it fair to say: less easily readable?)
reading of trauma (more specifically the
trauma of incest) in Mary Shelley's novella Malilda that repositions some of
LaCapra's questions as far as identifIcation, and the status of the externally
impinging, "real event" versus its internal representation areconcemed. Jacobus
is interested in "sketch[ing] the link between trauma and Lbe deaLb-dri ve:'
Trauma, in this understanding, not only
becomes trauma because it is repeated,
but, moreover, is bound to fanlaSmatic
identiftcation all along: "Matilda's tragedy is llotjUSt her faLber's guilty passion
for her [...} It is the fact that her father's
story becomes bers:' In essence, however, Jacobus' point was not so much to
contradict LaCapra' s valorization of the
"real," the historical, the readable, and
processes of mourning or workingthrough over against the fantasmatic, the
structural, the unreadable, and melancholia or acting-out by privileging me
latter; rather, she questioned the validity
and helpfulness of me binary altogether
by elaborating the notion of an "internal
event" This means that it is precisely the
internalization of me external impingement mat makes the incestuous event
traumatic: "Incest impinges from outside, yet me 'event' is internal,"(16)
Trauma is thus a matter of representation, and, furthennore in me case of
seduction, as Freud insists, the coinciding or collapse of internal desire and
external evcnt. Freud's notorious tum
from his seduction theory to the notion
that thc memory of a sexual evem in the
childhood of his hySlcrical paticnts was
actually about an internal, "fantasized"
trauma is oftcn interpreted as politically
reactionary wiili respect 10 the politics of
women's emancipation. Jacobus' read-
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ing of Shelley's Matilda resists such a
judgment and tries to point toward a kind
of politics iliat would complicate the
either/or scenario, a notion of fantasy
which does not question the fact that
there must be an event for there to be
trauma, yet that alters the StatuS of mis
event as something one cou Id ever objectively access. lliediscussion of Jacobus'
paper also picked up on Ule distinction
between trauma and evem. All trauma,
one participant pointed out, was necessarily constituted retroactivcly and "internally," and that there was no direct
link between an "external" event and
trauma, which accounted for the fact that
certain events were traumatic for some
people while they wcre not for others. To
this the contention was made lhat mere
should be a way of conceiving of a more
objective notion of what a traumatizing
event is.
Another point of contention centered
around the staws of history versus literature. While investigating the question of
trauma in Shelley's text may well focus
on its unrcadability or undecidability,
one participant argued, the question of
trauma in a historical event such as the
Holocaust, for examplc, needed to be
addressed in more "readable" ways.
Saturday's discussions ended in a rather
controvcrsial, unresolved, acted-out as
it were, kindofmode. Jacobus' challenge
to LaCapra's call for readability from a
psychoanalytical perspective which takes
radical ncgativity into account, and her
insistence on a feminist politics beyond
the easy binary of mourning vs. melancholia, opened up a theoretical can of
wonns which wasall but sealed whcn the
session ended.
How 10 conceive ofe!hicaJ action withOUI repeating the pitfalls of humanism
(or at least without appearing to be humanist, to put it more sarcastically) has
been an intense preoccupation in thc
humanities most recenliy; simply to be
anti-humanist seems to have led us into
a theoretical and practical deadlock. Perhaps it is for this reason that we witness
a renewed attention to Kant in many
scholars' work. The firslpapcrdiscusscd
on Sunday, Joan Copjec's "Evil in the
Time of me Finite World," is precisely
such a tum to Kant in an auemptto refute

both what Copjec calls tlle "historicists"
(a relativist position) and a tradition of
reading Kant as the inventor of a superegoic morality. She argues that, in order
to avoid the relativist dcadend of a situation in which any particular position is
equally valid, but practically, shccrforce
ultimately decides which onc wins ou~ in
order toavoid, furthennore, the deadlock
ofme false beliefin thcadditive structure
of a universal conceived as a sum of
positive attributes (the Iistof groups to be
included in the struggle for rights women, blacks, gays, handicapped
people, ...- is ever growing but fails 10 get
less exclusive), a purely fonnal, universal law "is indispensable to the grounding of reason in the world."(25)
On the other hand, and to counter the
reading of Kant as the proponent of a
super-cgoic logic, Copjec repeats the argument she makes in her Read My Desire: Lacan acajnst We Historicists: she
argues that Lacan, in his ethics seminar,
elaborates a nOlion of ethics which - in
opposition to the notion Kantdcvelops in
the CritiQue of Practical Reason - consists prccisely in resisting the demands of
the "obscene and cruel" super-ego to
cede onc's pleasure. In the paper presented here, Copjec grounds this Lacan ian
argument in Kant's ReliCioo within !.be
Limits o(Reason Alonc, where she finds
the samc "waming" against what Lacan
calls the "dark God" of sacrifice of pleasure: ''The greatest post-Enlightenment
dangcr has turned out to be ... reason's
capacity to make instrumentsofus:'(26)
The Holocaust is then, once more, cnlisted as thc historical "coming true" of
"the subreption that has placed us in the
thrall of our internal judge:'(22) Copjec
quoted AdolfEichmann'sconfession that.
in fulfilling his murderous duty in the
death camps, hc strovc to satisfy Kant's
ethical imperative to the letter.
Copjec's call for an "ethics of inclusion," the very last sentence of Read My
r&sirc., and the fact that both her book
and the paper discussed here merely end
in such a call, make it clear thai her work
is characterized by yet another one - if
coming from a diffcrent anglc than, say.
Judith Butler - of those "ground-clearing" gestures of which the academic
market has seell so many. A ~n
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discontent with the "grand theoretical is, furthennore, a body under erasure.
scheme" was, cottsequently, one of me One participant in panlcular challenged
main poinlS of contention in the discus· Copjec's dismissal and misrepresentation of the work of other feminislS (e.g.
sion.
It was argued thai between me fonnal, Judith Butler)on thegroundsofa univeruniversal Law and concrete historical sality which so clearly erased female
laws a lot of ground had to be covered difference.
with political urgency, and mal this
After lunch break, the group, exhausted
ground wasa theoretically messy ground from long, intense debates in the mornfor which Copjec' s work was notofmuch ing and on the previous day, reconvcncd
help. In fact. Copjec
seemed 100 dismissive of work that tried
to make the link between a foundational
universal and concrete historical reality. Since will can
only realizeitselfin a
determinate way,
why hold on to an
indetenninate law?
Funhermore. one
participant argued,
theKantian
insistanceon a purely
formal Law, which
dismisses every
phenomenalization
of this Law as a
"-"-,~";;";;;r,7.o;;n;ieunce parTICIpants
subreption, does not
allow us to distinguish between different in the Guerlac Room to discuss Eric
fonns of subreption, a distinction which Santner's chapter "The Father Who
seemed to be of eminent historical im- Knew Too Much" from his recently published book My Own Priyate Gennany.
portance.
Another participant argued thaI The author was unable to be present. and
Copjec's gesture of emptying OUl, or thus, in addition to the general exhausfonnalizing, the Law in the context ofthe tion, the debate took a slightly less conLacanian system bespoke the fact thaI, in troversial shape. This was, however, also
Lacan, the Law was in fact not empty at due to the fact that Santner's paper forall with respect to ilS genderedness. When mulated a lot of the critical angles from
Copjec denied sucb a gendered bias in which Copjec's paper had been chalLacan's work, the question was raised lenged, wbilstdealing with similar themes
how onc could possibly establish a purely ~ namely questions concerning "that most
fonnal Law without falling intO the problematic of Freudian agencies, the
subreption-logic oneself. It was argued super~go .... the ego drives of the "big
that, within the binary opposition be- Other."(Santner 96) Santner's
tween purity and impurity, purity or uni· bislOricizingre-evaluation ofperhaps the
versality itself could never escape most famous case of psychosis in the
gendering, notably male-gendering: history of psychoanalysis and modernity
FreUd's conununity of brothers, estab- - Daniel Paul Scbreber _ through a
lished via identification with the dead FoucaultianlButlerian reading deals with
father or a universal Law, was necessar- precisely that obscene and cruel "dark
ily a community of men, and as many God of sacrifice" whose logic Copjec's
feminislS have shown, this community is reading of Lacan and Kant seeks to opestablisbedoveradead female body which pose. Santner's writing, however, for-
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mulates Kant'sEnlightenmelltparadoxthe fact that the free,juridical Enlightenment subjecl, subjected to nothing but his
own consciencc, becomes increasingly
enslaved to disciplinary power· as a
radically historical ambiguity. In fact.
Santner's reading demonstrates that the
universal Law of moral conscience, formulated by Kant, must always be
subrepted historically, and Santner proceeds to understand
Schreber ambigu·
ously. following
Butler's adaptation of
deconstruction, as
causing "gender
trouble" both by falling victim (0; and by
subverting the symbolic order because he
represented "acertain
(normally repressed,
nonnally secret) rolQ lenness inlernal to
i:ii every symbolic iden•
;.§ tily:' (Santner 96)
Santner does caution
;;; us against Butler's
~ earlier optimism
(GenderTrouble)
cOllccming the symbolic position of such "trouble makers"
when he alludes 10 the "enormous pain
and psychic disequilibrium that can follow when one finds oneselfat the place of
the law's 'perverse' productivity;" when
he alludes to the "link betwccn 'gender
lrOuble' and trauma:'(95) Yet some participanlS were concerned that Santner's
cautiousness was insufficienl, and that
Schreber -the Luder of the system _
emerged. in this reading, as a kind of
"hero ofmodernity" rem iniscem in many
ways of cenain feminist readings of
Freud's Dora case. Santner's treaunent
of psychosis, il was argued, somewhat
resembled the glorification of hysteria as
the ultimate subversion of the symbolic
order in, for example, H61ene CixOllS'
early writing. Santner's tone was too
celebratory and not attentive enough to
the traumatic aspects of psychosis.
Somewhat differently, but also conceming the status of psychosis, someone argued that homosexuality occupied a curiously avoided non-role in Sanmer's
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text. While lrying not to repeat Freud's
homophobic link of homosexual desire
to psychosis, Santner does not address
this link explicitly, but rather "depsychoticizcd" Schreber altogether, thus
leaving the link itself umouched. As a
result., Schreber' s palhology is attributed
the kind ofsubversiveness that, ina lot of
current queer theory. is associated wilh
perversion rather lhan psychosis. The
theme of Schreher as the ~hero ofmodernity" surfaces most tangibly when Sanmer
formulates Schreber's special kind of
perversion as ~preciscly his wayofrefusing the 'oormal' palh of the fetish. lhe
'normal' processofdisavowing a master's
lack:' (99) Santner calls lhis refusal an
~eminentJy democratic gesture."(99)
Questionsofagency and suffering are, in
the case of psychosis. much more jarred,
it would seem, but a 'de-psycholization'
allows for the over-all effect. despite
Santner's warnings. of a happily subversiveSchreber in the limbo of his genderambiguous ·Ludenum.· reminiscem perhaps ofFoueault's reading of Herculine
Barbin. Fun.hennore, a necessary distinction between femini7...ation and homosexual desire is not to be found in
Santncr's reading; in fact. he connates
the terms even more univoca1ly than
Freud himself.
Also addressing lhe way S.mtner positions himself between Freud and Foucault. someone argued that Samncr's
text came down as an antipsychoanalytical reading againsl Freudwhose inlerpre!<'nion ofIlle Schrebcrcase
was. after all, a conlesuuion ofneurology
from a psychoanalytical perspective.
Santner, it was argued, understands lhe
mind·body relationasa literal one. doing
away wilb the symbolic gap. or the Real.
and therefore wilh the Unconcious. In
t.bis context. someone threw up the ques·
tion whelher SanUler's text was, in fact,
psychotic as it purports to comprehend
the whole system.
One of lhe reasons Foucault remained
highly ambivalem with respect to psy_
choanalysis is. according to Sanmcr. its
~fundamental blindness ... to the crucial
features of its historical moment." (93)
I.e. a thorough racialization of society
and an upsurge of racism, most notably
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in the fonn of modem anti-semitism.
One participanl queslioned the usefulness of such a distinction. or. in other
words, doubl.Cd wbelher psychoanalysis
could not be put to use for an understand·
ing of race as well.
This was precisely the central concern
of Hortense SpUJers' paper ~'AII the
ThingsYouCouldBeByNow,ifSigmund
Freud's Wife Was Your Mother': Psy·
choanaIysis and Race:' The discussion
of Spillers' paper on March 26 was the
ftrst post-conferenceevent of a series of
Legacy-of-Freud colloquia to be contin,
ued in lbe fall. This paper. ninety pages
long and written and re-writtc.n over a
substantially long period ofSpillers' aca·
demic and private life. is, I sbould nOle
before delving into any detail, of such
conceptual and poetic intensity, or, 10
borrow Biddy Martin's word, Msimply so
gorgeous," that I cannot purport to cover
it in any adequat.e way, nordid the discussion come close to doing so. I wililry to
recall wbal were for me Lhe most inspiring moments both in the paper and its
discussion. Spillers' writing as well as
her short expost, enriched with personal
anecdotes. conveyed some of her tantalizing (and. is it fair to call it magical)
conception of "talking." borrowed from
the "talking cure" that is psychoanalysis,
as a libcratory practice of opening-up (of
paradox). of an interrogatory practice
(againsl the orthodox), much like FrantJ.
Fanon's famous ~Makeof mea questioning man" ("Black SkinlWhitc Masks").
Spillers formulates this borrowing thus:
"my illlcresl in this ethical self-knowing
[the talking curel wallts to unhook the
psychoanalytic hermeneutic from its rigorous framework and II')' to recover it in
a free-noating realm of self-didactic possibility that might decentralize and disperse the knowing one:'(73)
One participant in particular was COncerned about thedangers ofwanting todo
away with the formal, institutionalized
setting of psycboanalysis in which lhe
play of transference and counter-trans_
ferencecanbecontrolled. "Communities
are terrible," the person argued. To dis·
perse the knowing one is 10 risk psychotic
splitting, the fonnation of "gangs of
knowers," group hyst.eria. Spillers ad·

mined that what she proposed was risky,
but the alternative, and the underside of
analysis as it were. was social death.
Someone else intervened in defense of
Spillers' conception of~free talking" by
affll11ling thal Spillers was nol advocating anyidealized conununity which would
be prone to the hysterical effects ofidealization Freud describes in '"'Group Psychology and the Analysisofthe Ego."On
Ihe conlraJ)'. Spillers' notion displayed
an extraordinary attention to disparate
t.ernporalities. to the factUlat thesubjcct
was not ultimately graspable,to the subjea as subject-of-the·unconscious. Her
notion of ··talking" was therefore much
more akin 10 LaCapra's notion of working-through· albeit less optimistic - than
to the idealized and naive notions of
community prevalent in 1960/70 ideologies which were obviously hovering in
the back of the panicipanCs mind who
opposed Spillers' de-institutionalization
of psychoanalysis.
Another major poim of contention in
the discussion of Spillers' paper was the
status of the Real in her lheorizing of
race, a point which betrayed a fundamental ambivalence wilb respect to psychoanalysis perhaps not unlike Foucault·s.
In U.S. culture, race functions as that
signifier which "makes lbe difference:'
(13) Spillers is concerned wi th !.he "blank·
nessof'race' whcrcsome!.hingelseought
to be, that emptying OUI. ....( 14), that traumalic kernel perbaps around which this
culture elaborates its symbolic order.
Spillers links lhis lO the inception of
psychoanalysis itself: ~Freud could nOI
'see' his own connection (Q ·race·... be·
cause the place of the elision marked the
vantage point from which hespoke:'( 14)
So if ~race" functions as a subreption of
the Real, or of difference loU! COUrl. in
Western culture, and if this subreplion is
the vantage point from which psychoanalysis casts its f)tld of vision. how is
one to put to usc such a discourse, such a
way of ~talking~? Is it possible to use
psychoanalytical tools to analyze psychoanalysis' own blind-Spot? How can
the black body be removed from that
position in which it functions as white
cuhore.s ~pbobogenic objcct"? Spillers'
answers to these questions are given by
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wayofademystification ofFrantz Fwwn•s
young-negro-comes -to- Europe-andfall s- victim- to- white- man' s- fetishism
narrative. Spillers calls this narrative a
straw-man fiction. Sheaffmns that black
people have olher cultural resources to
draw on. "Why is there no encounter
happening? Why isn't Fanon curious
about lhose funny-looking whitesT' she
asks via an anecdote from her childhood
in Memphis, Tennesscc.
Spillers is interested in using psychoanalysis' interrogatory qualities to try
articulating a culturally dispersed kind
of"ta1king" which would not follow the
scheme of a teleological cure, which
would not be result-oriented, but ralher
focus on "taIking" as process, as akindof
cultural praxis which would enable us to
stop being obsessed with "making things
like racism and sexism and homophobia
goaway"throughcensorshipcampaigns,
and which would hence allow us to be
less painfully mired in fixed positions.
Christian Glolndennann i.J a gradlWlt
.Jtw:k1l1 in Gennan Studie.J at CornelL

•• * ••
(colloquium - continued/rom page 1)

On Reading Genesis 32:4-33: IT' offers
aclosercading ofa Biblical texlthat also
serves Hahn as a deliberate rumination
on the ethics of reading and/or encountering the Other. Many scholars call
Yaakov's wreslling match by the Yabbok
river one of lhe most puzzling in the
Torah. Those same scholars, however,
tend to take the episode in isolation, so
Hahn suggests reading the Yabbok episode within the larger contextofYaakov' s
relurn to his bomeland and to Esav, the
brother from whom he had stolen their
father's blessing years before. Hahn uses
the Yabbok and YaakovlEsav narratives
to explore the question of what constitutes the ethical moment in encountering
the Other: she takes Yaakov's return to
face Esav as well as Yaakov's wrestling
by the Yabbok as parallel metaphors for
the act of encountering the Oilier as well
as for the act of reading. This reading or
encountering becomes ethical insofar as
the subject faces the Other and must
respond to it - for Hahn, the ethical
moment is precisely that in which the
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subject "owns" that response, i.e.. takes
responsibility for iL
Hahn takes issue therein with some
posunodern literary criticism that celebrates the "undecidability" of texts
marked by gaps, contradictions, etc. Hahn
defines readabililY in general (even in the
Bible) as the duality between gaps, the
"lO-be-read," and the reader, the "CWI
read." Inherent 10 all reading, then, are
gaps: in the text as well as between those
"IO-be-read" gaps in the text and the
reader' sresponses. One always responds
10 textual gaps, but responds
unreciprocally and asymmetrically - the
only issue is whether one takes rcsponsi.
bility for the response, whether one owns
the response. In posunodem literary
criticism, according to Hahn, critics disavow !hat one's position as a reader is
constituted relationally, in relation to the
Other, and that one cannot step outside
that relationship. That relationship is
always marked by asymmetry and
unreciprocity, marked by a gap belween
the text and reader's response orbetween
the Other and the subject: difference
always persists, and there is no single
reading anyway that would undo that
asynunetry, unreciprocity, difference.
The Yabbok episode foregrounds the
gaps of reading/encountering the Other
in a variety of ways: rust, by obscuring
the identity of the radical Other (we do
nOlknow who wrestles Yaakov); second,
by blurring the two wrestlers in the recounting of me match; third, by clouding
tile nature - perhaps aggressive, perhaps
acquiescent - of the famous touching of
Yaakov's thigh; and fmally and most
importantly, by failing to name the winner of the confrontation.
Whetiler
Yaakov wins or not is never made clear,
and the passage seems lO suggest that the
ethical moment ofencounteri ng the Other
concerns not victors and vanquished,
rather the persistence of asymmetries
and difference.
I)ascal Grosse's "Between Privacy and
Publicness: Africans from the Colonies
in Germany, 1885-1940" is not so much
concerned with the experience of indi·
vidual Africans in Germany or AfricanGennans as witil the slI3tegies of the
German State toward the migrants. In the

debates around what he terms racial politics, Grosse aims to show how colonial
migrants created a tension within German society because authorities had to
maintain racial inequality in a liberal
society with, on theonehand, clear claims
to equality, and, on the other, social
hierarchy and gender asymmetry.
Of the many destabilizations of bour·
geois society, Grosse focuses above all on
the public and private spheres, central
ideal-types ofGerman society. He investigates I.hrce debates on racial politics
between 1885and J940thatdestabilized
this public/private distinction and ullimately redefined its tenns. Grosse fust
examines tile discourse around the
"VOlkerschauen," public exhibitions of
lhe Africans in Gennany. Around 1900,
a series of tensions arose between those
presenting the shows and the colonial
administration: the colonialists, for example, claimed that if Africans observed
inequalities among Gennans, they might
Slart to contest racial hierarchies.
After 1900, another debate arose conceming racial politics, tilis time around
a topic fonnerly kept private: sexual behavior became a public issue because of
Gennan men's marrying or sexual relations with Africans. Becausecitizenship
laws would have pennitted the progeny
of such unions to become Germans, a
massive debale ensued about the status of
the "Mi.schling." The public debate made
Gennan women, not men responsible: it
made tilem the "defenders of Gennan
culture" and called upon them 10 conlIol
men's sexual behavior - they were as·
signed a specifiC (private) task in the
service of preserving the (public) nation.
In both these cases, the debates around
racial politics led to compromises be·
twccn bourgeois society and colonial
policy thal shifted the traditional boundaries between public and private spheres.
Between 1935 and 1940, National So-cialism fundamentally reworked (some
would say erased) the bourgeois publicprivate distinction. In iliis era, those
Africans living in Germany from the
colonia] period constituted akindoflimi·
nal racial category. between "real blacks"
and Gennans. For example, they personified tile goal of regaining lhe colo-
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nics lost at Versailles, a memento of
Gennany at its greatest. To exploit such
nostalgia, lbe propaganda ministry itself
oversaw "Gennan Africa Shows," in
which "productive" Africans wcreshown
contributing lO the Gennan Reich. The
prevalence of such shows demonstrated
the racial politics' taking precedenceover
the colonial policy, over the old concems
about the detrimental consequences of
such public exhibitions - now their main
function was to recall nostalgically the
colonial days. Ofcourse such shows had
nothing lO do with me everyday lives of
the African-Gennans, who had been living in Germany for decades, had been
bom and educated there. The spectacle
of their different skin color was deployed
to f3$Cinatean audience, to found a pub·
lie sphere built on racial difference.
WUliam Rasch's "The Latest COnlest
of the Faculties: On lhe Necessary Antagonism between Theory and Culture"
suggests a specific model for the contests
and antagonisms within a discipline and
then maps the current debates in German
studies 0010 it In his rather systemstheoretical trcaunent, Rasch derives lbe
model from Ian Hacking's theoryoflaboratory science, in which subsystems of
theories, apparatus, and the methods enter
imo a circular, self-vindicating relationships mal pennit no absolute outside, no
external observer-position from which to
judge the "troth:' Because there is no
outside and no truth, there is also no
invalidation: experiments can contradict theories by exposing their presuppositions, but cannot invalidate !.heories
because they too are inside the larger
system built on just such presuppositions. Contradicting subsystems proliferate into multiple. self-contained worlds,
but no single picture of the world.
Such antagonism, however, is certainly
nOI a bad thing, because competing theories or subsystems are locked into such
contests, constantly exposing each mhers' presuppositions and shoncomings
without invalidating one another. Rasch
sees just such a context in contemporary
Gelman Studies, where culture studies is
theoverarching, closed syslem and "epistemological theory" (theories concerned
with the presuppositions of any Culture
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theory) is constantly questioning culture which demonstrates that neither is de·
studies' operations.
fmitively righL While culture studies
Rasch legitimates such a model for the has become quite hegemonic in our own
productive antagonism between culture field, epistemological theory has lodged
studies and epistemological theory nOlonly
via Hacking's depiction of the operation of
laboratory science, but
also by sketching a
history of theoretical
antagonisms within
the field. He starts
with
Brecht's
Lehrstiicke, imagined
literally like laboratory
science'sexperiments, .
that questioned the
presuppositions of
bourgeois society.
'!'::=====",,=i a n and An r005 ~--'
Brecht brought 10 the
fore the proletariat,
itself parasitically in the body of culture
whose existence - like experiments • studies and keeps challenging it. Culture
exposes bourgeois society as constructed studies, meanwhile, constantly tries to
and artificial, as its own system. Follow- delegimitize epistemological theory by
ing 1933, though, Rasch says that Brecht appeals to the socia-historical matrix it
and other Marxists lost the proletariat as holds dear. Thus, these two very dirrerthe means by which to question bour- ent positions on the legitimate use of
geois society. In their melhod of"imma- philosophical reflection co-exist today in
nent critique:' the Frankfurt School a very healthy, mutuaUy questioning.
turned away from the proletariat to phi- self·legitimating antagonism.
losophy as the vehicle for autonomy and
In his paper "In Defense of the Nation:
critique, as the means by which to ques- Nationhood, Localism, Universalism."
tion such presuppositions. The prole- Russell A. Berman assumes a provocatariat in Brecht's model and the imma- tivelyunpopularposition in today' sacadnent critique in tlle Frankfurt School emy - a position in defensc of the nation.
constitute a certain functional equiva- While careful to distinguish the nation
lem, because both question the basis of he was defending from nationalism a.nd
the hegemonic systems of which they are the nation state, Bcnnan asks whether
there is anything lert 10 the nation ir one
part.
In lbe mid-1980s academics in Ger- subtracts the imagined or invented asmany tumedaway from orthodOx marxist pects to national identity - a question he
or neomarxist theories and toward sys- answers in theafflnnative, primarily with
tems tlleory or postslfUclUraiist theories, the historical "scdimentation" or a naa trajectory symptomatic of a turn to tion.ln order tosuppon the nation as the
epistemological theory. Meanwhile, in best collective vehicle for such historical
the mid-1980s in the U.S., literary cul- experiences, Bennan lodges a "dialectiture turned from poststniCIUralism - cal critique" against universalism as weB
which had been popular since the mid- as against localism: the university's stan19705 - to neomarxism and culture stud- dard-issue universalism homogenizes
ies, which aHinned a certain socio-his. historical difference and invalidates par_
lOrical commiunent. Today's debate ticular experience, while localism, albelween culture studies and epistemo_ though better than universalism, also
logical theory arises out of !.his dual ends up anti-historical, "presentist" in
movement, the parallel historicity of his parlance, as well as simply unrcalis-
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tic. In his presenlation at the colloquium,
Berman confessed that he was also directing lhi s critique against cultural studies' belief in the nation as a eonSlnJcted
aesthetic category: he wanted to ask
whelher il could still have an important
elhical and political content to it.
Bennan suggests that the pervasive
rejection of all (national) essence is a
purely intellectual move made by those
afraid of real experience. There are essences - life, death, generations. personal memory - and me nation may well
be, in this historical moment., me best
collective level at whicb to live mese
inescapable realities. People live 10gether in time and space in involuntary
associations, and the nation is probably
the best way to organize these incvitabilities into productive collective identities
that credit particularity while prodding
toward altruism and culture. Nationhood, as well as race, class, and gender,
must become positive categories. not
spawning nationalism, racism, c1assism
or sexism, but railier acknowledging
cross-generational obligation and inheritance of historical consciousnesses or
traditions.
In the last section of the paper, he
considers Americans' pcrceptionsofGcrman "neonationalism," in which Bennan
sees a hostility to Gennan nationhood.
This animosity - while due in pan, he
admits, to the experience of two world
wars - also expresses Americans' distrust of romanticism, historicism, and
traditionalism. lhose things lhat lhe universalist as well as cultural studies perspective would attribute to the nation. Of
course America has a vested national
interest in subven.ing olher countries'
nationhood, which might challenge U.S.
global interests. America's tendency to
criticize Germany, as well as cultural
studies' tendenc)' to steamroll national
literature departments, renects the ideological juggernaut of universalism as it
rolls over and crushes an)' particular or
regional identity or experience.
Barbara Mennel's "All the Turks are
Named Ali: Tracing the Black Male
Body in Rainer Werner Fassbinder's
Films" suggests that me extensive theoretical discourse around Fassbinder's
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films lacks any substantial discussion of
race and ethnicity, and proposes to remedy the situation by highlighting me
recurrence of the black male body of
Salem in Fassbinder's films. Mennel
asks whether there is still something
remnant beyond Fassbinder's celebrated
subversion ofcinematic genres and tropes
that must be considered a persisting stereotype ofthe erotici:t..cd black male body.
If classical masculinity is western and
white, don't stereotypical representations
of the exotic, suffering orienta.list body
still affinn the dominant masculinity?
Mennel starts oul by tracing two trajectories in the American reception of
Fassbinder: on theone hand, the general
emphasis of Fassbinder's exploration of
viclimhood, often masochistic (cf.
Silvennan and Elsacsscr), and, on the
other, the recent valorization of his gay
sexual politics (cf. von Moltke and
laValley). While the fonner readings
tend IOcelebrate marginalization as feminization, and the laller gay sexualization
as empowering and subversive, both fail
to see that the hypennasculinity and simultancous feminization prescnl in the
person of Salem is part and parcel of the
stereotype of both the black and the colonized male. Both of these subversive
readings emerge via an exclusion of racial stereotypes, so bringing race and
ethnicity back in complicates these laudatory readings of Fassbinder's subversiveness.
The second part of Mennel's paper
foregrounds the acting career of El Hedi
ben Salem, Fassbinder's Moroccan lover,
through his appearances in various
Fassbinder films. Most attention paid to
Salem, according to Mennel, has symptomatically tended to ignore his autonomous performances as an aClor. By
reading key appearances of Salem in The
American Soldier, Ali Fear Eawhe Soul,
and Fox and his Friends, Mennel suggests that even if Salem functions in a
subversive mode, images ofbim are also
complicit with fetishized orientalist speclacles, with stereotypes of the black male
body. Mennel's reading of Ali aims at
explaining why western viewers could
have their oriental cake and masochistically eat it too: she suggests, on the one

hand, the film's complicity in the
fetishization of Salem's body in the role
of Ali as well as, on the other, the
voyeuristic pleasure it offers through
participation in Ali victimization. One
gets to take part in Enuni' s tolerant,
humanist position against racist Germany while still enjoying the orientalist
fetishization of the slereOlypical - many
muscles, big penis - black male body.
The methodologies exhibited in me
Spring 1996 Colloquium reOected the
current diversity of our field. From
Hahn's and Mennel's close readings to
Grosse's historical examination, from
Rasch's syslems theory model for German Studies to Bennan's analysis of
collective political idenlity, the papers
demonstrate lhe broad canvas, the big
tent., that is our field. They also, how·
ever, all orbit around similar issues oflhe
ethics ofdiversity and the preservation of
difference, and leave us plellly to mull
over during the Other to the school year,
the summer.
Joimey Fisher is a
D~panm~nl

8roduOl~

swdenJ in lhe

of G~rman Sludi~s 01 CornelL

******

(Martin _continu~dfrom pag~ J)

Andreas-Salome, Cornell University
Press 1991 and Femininity Played
S!rai~bl, RoutJedge Press, due September 1996.
During Martin' s tenure as chair ofGerman Studies, Leslie Adelson. associate
professor ofGerman, Ohio Slate University, was appointed full professor of
Gcnnan at Cornell. She will assume her
duties bere Fall semester 1996. Other
changes in the structure in the Genoan
Studies Departmem include Professor
Peter Hohendahl as director of graduate
studies, Inta Ezergailis as director of
undergraduate studies, and Bonnie
Buettner as fulltime appoinunent.
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(criticism - continuedfrom page 3)

essay in a free associative practice of
"semiotic rhyming." Here meseelemenls
occur as "images bunched !Ogemer and
rearranged against all logic. against lhe
implications of objeas nonnally represented by such words. in order lO erect a
phonetic monumenl to musicof poeUy."
The "Persephone" of tile title is IlOtonly
the goddess of the underworld, but a
false compound word comprised of lhe
French percle. "an opening drilled
lhrough" and the Greek pho~,Mvoice":
the piercing voice, for insLance that of
the muezzin of lhe later poem. Also in
the production of Leiris's metaphors.
phonetic "similarily and repetition come
to displace description and defmition."
In his final example. Riffalerre considered the inlertextuaJ relations between a
poem by lhe Romantic Alphonse de
Lamartine, bis second "Harmony," and
Lamartine's own commentary on il. The
commentary relates lhe story, apparently
fabricated. of bow Lamartine wrote the
poem in nature and of the manuscripl's
recovery from the sea after it was blown
away in the wind. It is only the relatiQnship of "symbiosis" between the text of
the poem and the intenext of the commentary, fQr Riffaterre. that "creates me
actual poetry, not conventional poetty
dictated by the catalog of Romantic
scenes."Thestory ofthe poem's loss and
restoration, resonating with sibyllic
prophecy. presents an "allegory of the
poem, amannerofreading nature through
a book and a word on how to broadcast
poetry."

Helen Vendler (Deparunent of English. Harvard) began the Saturday session with a paper on Yeats and the sonnel. Vendlerproposed reading several of
Yeats's poems as sonnets that do nOl fit
a strict definition of !.he form (some
having 120r 13. ralherrnan 14 lines, for
instance) and which depan from lhe
traditional sonnet in tOne and lheme.
"Yeats sets up conventional sonnet expectations in his reader. and then plays
havoc with them," she maintained.
Vendler insisted that "choicesofinlerior
and external fonn always carry impenof
various sorts - hislOrical. polil.icaJ, moral.
ideological" and that 10 bearin mind role
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of the sonnet fonn, however altered. in
Yeats's work was to bring important
implications to the foreground.
For Yeats. for whom style was ~nation
bound," use of the sonnet was bound up
with his ambivalent relationship to English literary tradition. The sonnet belongs to a tradition of European coun
poetry which in Yeats's Ireland had primarily English associations and thus
"compelled both [Yeats's] literary allegiance and his nationalist disobedience."
This ambivalence was also a thematic
concern in several of the poems Vendler
discussed.
Yeats wrote both sonnets and ballads
throughout his life and though the Jauer
fonn has associations with an oral tradition of folk poetry, Vendler cautioned
against the common claim that .. the ballad symbolizes Yeats's 'Irish' side and
the sonnet his 'English' or 'European'
side"; instead Yeats subvened Ihese categories. Vendler's interest in Yeats'suse
of me sonnet focused on both "how he
modernized it, and how he made it Irish."
Yeats's allegiance to the sonnet was
won in part precisely becauseoft.beselfconscious artifice of a court uadition of
"verse consciously knowing itself to be
wriuen. notoral."Thesonnet wasafonn
that admitted commentary on its own
aesthetic. and one which was structurally suited to carrying Qut in verse "that
quarrel with ourselves out of which we
make poeUy" (as Vendler paraphrased
Xeats). Vendler drew attention to one
such quarrel that ran through Yeats's
oeuvre, that "between the pastoral and
the apocalyptic."
Vendler offered close readings of several poems spanning YealS's career, including "In !.he Seven Woods" (1902),
!be Second Coming" (1919), "leda
and the Swan" (1923). MMeru" (1934).
~High Talk" (1938). She insisted on
Yeats's status as modernist "in his SOnnet practice," and stressed the centrality
of !.he question of 'Irishocss' in his SOnnets.
In a paper titled "Ghostly Supplications,,. Stephen Green bIatt (Department
of English. UC Berkeley) situated
Shakespeare's depiction of the ghost in
Ham..lt1 in relation to sixteenth-<:entury

English debates about !.he existence of
Purgatory. This allows him 10 delineate
a radical shift in attitude about the dead
and !.heir remembrance that accompanied !.he PrOtestant Refonnation in England: from "an institutional process
governed by the Church to a poetic process governed by guilt projection. and
imagination."
Greenblall described the career of a
radicall528anti-clerical pampbletlk
SUDDJjcation of Beeears. by the Lutheran
Simon Fish. Written in me voice of
England's indigent, Fish's uaa called
for the seizure of the Catholic Church's
holdings by the Crown and its distribution to the poor, The attack on the
Church's weallh and the greed of priests
centered on a critique of the doctrine of
Purgar.ory. which Fish dismissed as a
ruse designed tQ bring in alms, wim no
.scriptural basis.
Fish's lext was innuential enough to
elicit a coumer-polemic from 1bomas
More. More's SUPDlica1jon pf Spills is
written as a lament in the voice of souls
in PurgalOry who despair of being forgouen by their living loved ones. The
living. corrupted by the heresy of the
Beeears pamphlet, have begun to doubt
lheexistenceof Purgatory and to neglect
me rites of memory -- private prayers
and alms -- that give !.he souls comfort
and hasten their entry into heaven.
The souls' defense of Purgatory appeals to !.he beliefof the living in ghosts.
and they describe their own ghostly visits to living wives and children and pain
at family-members' fQrgetfulness, The
ghost in lJam.lm is likewise afraid of
Hamlet's oblivion, and commands him
to "Remember me"; Greenblau's close
reading of the ghost passages in
Shakespeare show up striking parallels
to !.he concerns of More's polemic.
Though he notcs that Shakespeare may
well have been familiar with !.be two
supplication texts. Greenblau understands these to be ~sources" for
Shakespeare in the different sense that
M!.hey stage an ontological argument
about spectrality and remembrance, a
momentous publicdebale. that unsettled
lhe institutional moorings of a crucial
body of imaginative material and !.here-
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fore made them available for theauical
appropriation:' Greenblall went on to
discuss other sixteenth-century cases in
which the theatrical and the theological
overlapped around questions of ghosts
and memory. Ultimately, he said, the
ProleStant eradication of Purgatory "did
not destroy the longings and fears that
Catholic doclrine had focused and expoited. Instead _.. the space of Purgatory becomes the spaceof the stage...."
During discussion of his paper with
conference participants, Greenblatt conceded there was uuth to the charge that
he tcnds to holds his theoretical cards
close 00 the chest, but acknowledged the
significance of Freudian notions of
mourning, melancholia. and the uncanny
for his study; and he made mcntion of
Derrida's Specters of Marx and the condition of "living in the shadow of an old
system:'
Rlchard Rorty (Department of Philosophy, University of Virginia) introduced his paper. "Intellectuals and the
Poor," as a "'literature department bashing paper" (but hastened to add it would
not amount to a wbole account of bis
views on such departments). In fact,
ROIlY aimed bis self-consciously p0lemical critique at the post- I9705 "academic Left" (or the academicization of
the Lefl) more broadly where. he maintained, the "culture wars" have preempted
auention from economic problems and a
radical posture has isolated intellectuals
from practical politics.
Rorty referred Lo William James's 1907
discussionofuniversiLyeducation, intellecLuals, and IXlliticallife. James's view
of U.S. democracy was optimistic. his
image of the role for the "univer1ity
educated" in itoneofengagement, though
of an elitist son: these were ..the kind of
men from whom our majority shall take
its cue:' But James warned intellectuals
against intellectualism, against cynicism.
"sterilized conceit," and the failure to
"capture the robuster tone." It is to failings of !.his son.. Rorty claims. that the
pre$eIItacademic Left bas succumbed: a
politics of "suspicious resentment" has
replaced ~reformist fervor."
One part of the problem. Rony contended. wasa tum by theremnaJllSofthe
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New Left in the 19705 from afocuson the
victimization of the poor ("selfishness")
to a preoccupaLion with victimizationas
a result of race and gender (~sadism").
And though be argued for a primacy of
economic activism, Rorty made clear
that what he bas in mind is a renewal of
American libtralism: ~lheold-fashiooed,
un-philosophical liberalism of Eugene
Debs . .. Eleanor Roosevelt, Michael
Harrington, Cesar Chavez." Blocking
such a renewal, in Rorty's view, is anolher part of the problem: the attitude of
radicalism inherited from lhe anti-Vietnam WarmovemenL Radicals "talkabout
the postmodem situation or the contradictions of late capitalism ... rather than
speaking as members of a particular
political community, aparticularnationstate, with specific responsibilities toward their fellow citizens:' Rorty's vision is of a palriotic activism. and he
called for the Left to "purge ourselves of
a disastrous anti-Americanism." A
-radical" position that refuses to take
seriously ..the political process" (that
invokes ~Freud. Nietzsche, Lacan. and
Foucault to mock the American civic
religion"), and a preoccupation with the
politics of culture, according to Rorty,
allow conservatives("Will, Bennett, and
Cheney") to engage the academic Left in
-sham baules" over cultur:al issues that
distract from the widening gulf between
rich and poor.
In discussion, Rorty stressed that it
would be unacceptable to give up ground
gained since 1970 in the empowerment
ofwomen, African-Americans. gays, and
lesbians on the Lefl (he insisted, too, that
questions of "status and respect" were
not unknown on the "pre-60s Left'').
Still. for Rorty, significant ground bas
been lost: "The Left that lakes its center
not as the unions and not around proposals for economic legislation, but around
status and respect for the previously
victimized is. if you like. just half a
Left"
Sandra Gilbert (Department of English, UC Davis) addressed what she
called a marginalization and repression
of death and dying in contemporary
Western societies. She considered particularly the implications of such

marginali7.ation for the process ofmourning, and for mourning's poetic expression, the elegy.
Gilben described how the
medicalization and privatization ofdeath
and dying is accompanied by the ncar
total elimination of ritualized mourn ing.
as well as a ~pathologi7.ing" even of
private bereavement, which becomes a
social embarrassment Gilben conceded
the current situation is pan of a larger
historical trajectory of death's secularization. but she suggested that the transition from death as ~expiration" (which
implies the release of a spirit) and death
as "tennination" was consolidated when
the "various holocausts of the mid-twentieth cemury" penetrated ..the West's
cultural unconscious:' She noted the appearance. beginning in the 1950s, of
several critical studies of the American
culture of death and dying. and went on
to discuss bow they were often complicit
in the very problems they were describing.
Repeatedly to bear witness that the
deadoneno longerexists was, for Freud,
a requirement of the survivor's work of
mourning; but precisely this task becomes problematic in a society where
the physical reality of death is pushed to
the margins of experience and public
space for bereavement is eroded. It is
flUther complicated, Gilbertemphasized,
by the technologies of film and video
that allow the moving image to outlive
the body.

Gilbert sees the role of modem (by
extension. perhaps poslmodem) elegy as
that of resistance to the "repression of
death" in the fonn of bearing witness.
Beginning with William Carlos Williams and Wallace SlOvens, moving to
elegies from the late 1950sandearly 60s
by Allen Ginsburg. Robert Lowell, and
Sylvia Plath, and on to more recent work
by poets such as 1bom Gunn, Sharon
Olds, Ruth Slone, and Tess Gallagher.
Gilbert delinealeS four strategies of resislance pUr1ued by the e1egists. She
notes in the elegies the recurrence of an
often brutally frank ~meditation on the
actual scene ofdeath..; a "preoccupation
with the literal body of the dead one,"
oflen emphasi7Jng its sudden inertness
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and deLailing its decay; a "retelling of the
details of the past" as if in ordcr to
"guarantee its rcality"; and a "resignation to loss."The pOelsmay rcsist death' s
repression but, Gilbert concluded, thc
mourning ofthc modem elegy necessarily amounts to a "ritualized
acknowledgement of termination"
marked by "uncertainty and dismay."
Dominick LaCapra (Department of
History, Cornell) addressed problems
surrounding lhe historiography of the
Holocaust which has been central to
discussions in recent years of relations
between history and memory.
LaCapracautioncd against what he insisted are complementary positions
within debatesovcr history and memory:
one that would see "hislOry" and
"memory" in binary opposition and the
other that would conrtate the two tenus.
At issue for LaCapra, in teons of the
Holocaust in historiography, is the prospect of articulating "theory" in history
while auending to thc speciftcity of the
Shoah; the ability on one hand to make
use ofcertain insights ofpoststrueturalism
without getting caught in a loop of "acting-out" generalized trauma, and on the
other to avoid the repressive practices of
a historicist insistence on "objective"
history.
LaCapra discussed Saul Friedlander's
recent Memory. History. and the Extermination ofthe Jews of Europe. He noted
ways in which several terms in
Friedlander's writing - his discussion of
the Shoah in tenns of excess, of radical
transgression; his notion of the endlessness of commenlary and necessity of
preventing closure in Holocaust historiography - approximate moments in
deconstruction. LaCapra detailed
Friedlander's endeavor, which draws in
panicular on the languageofHimmler's
1943 "Posen Speech" to SS officers, to
interpret the experience of Nazi perpetrators in tenns of a theory of the sublime
(which is, ofcourse, acentral category in
much posunodem theory). LaCapra proposed viewing the sublime as a "traIlSvaluation of trauma," though he warned
against an indiscriminate application of
the category of "trauma" to victims and
perpetrators.
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LaCapra noted the recurrence, most
recently surrounding the publication of
Goldhagen's Hjl..!er' s Willine ExecutionWi of debates over the "uniqueness" of
the Holocaust, over the thesis of"banality of evil," and notions of a German
Sonderweg. He maintained there are no
"linear developmental slages" in the
memory or repression of the Holocaust
as historical trauma; the difflcully of
ret.aining the events in consciousness
means that they need to be constantly
and self-consciously recalled.
LaCapra concluded by sketching agrid:
perpetrator--victim--bystander--resister
upon which the historian who would
wrile on the Holocaust might position
herself or himself. Idemiftcation with
anyone of the four positions is problematic for different reasons and in different
degrees, but it is imperative that the
historian explicitly themalize the positioning,
Kiur Walker is a graduate student in
German Studies at Cornell

******

civil society in modem history. In the
seventies lheconcepl was fruilfuUycomplicated and expanded (Q include a
coumerpublic sphere as well as a proletarian public sphere, and now Balhrick
goes one step further in postulating an
additional, socialist public sphere, one
beyond the bounds of (bourgeois) civil
society with ilS tenant of free space in
which values are negotiated. I am not
entirelycollvinced oftheanalytical force
ofthis concept. especially when coupled
with Foucaldian perspective on the workings of discursive powcr in the modem
order (alluded to in the book's title and
elaborated in the introduction and epilogue) that allows for no free space as
such in a public sphere. Yet this
conceptualizatioll suggests innovative,
compelling insights into the forty-year
history of the GDR which will mold our
ongoing discussion.
Marc Silbemum is Professor o/German
at the University o/Wisconsin, Madison

******

(lla/hrUk . continued/rom page 2)

(Felstiner- continued/rom page 6)

by negotiations between the party apparatus, the "loyal" dissidents, and, increasingly, the Western media and intellectuaJs who imeracted with the GDR.
Now two other forces entered the piclUre, the younger generation of "radical
dropouts", who theorized their presence
in lhe GDR precisely as an absence
within lhe decay of Marxist discourse
even among the opposition, and the Stasi
or security police who attempted to substitute for the absence of mechanisms of
civil sociely an absolute system of repressive surveillance. Bathrick's
achievement., here as in the entirety of
this volume, is to read these developments politically, that is, to elicit from
symptomatic literary texts, cultural traditions, and imellcctual controvcrsies
the disruptive, comradictory momcnts
inherent in discursive practices.
The Powers a/Speech is indeed a major
contribution to the rehistorici7.atioll of
the GDR. Most intriguing for me is
Bathrick's concept of the socialist pub·
lic sphere, a concept derived from
Habcnnas's view of the emergence of

tions ranged from Robert Frost's rather
dishcarteningassertion that poetry is precisely lhat which is lost in translation, to
Gayatri Spivak's characterization of
translation as "the most intimate kind of
reading," 10 the Yiddish figure of "kissing the bride through the veil:' to James
Thurber's jocular remark, "You know, I
think I losc something in the original."
The workshop proceeded to a careful
working-through of several translations
from Neruda and Celan.
Later that same afternoon, Professor
Mary Felstiner gave a lecture based upon
her recent book, To Paint Her Life' Charm Salomon in the Nazi Era The book
is, as far as I know, the rarst major
biography of Salomon to appear in English, and probably the most extensive
and signiftcant of any to date. Salomon,
born in Berlin in 1917 to weB-to-do
Jewish parents, produced a visual memoir of over 700 paintings between February of 1941, and her murder within an
hour of arriving at Auschwitz in 1942.
The paintings represcnt personal and
family history, and often include dia-
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logues, narratives. and soliloquies eimer
written on transparent sheets which were
men draped over me canvas, orinscribed
directly onto me painted c..wvas itself.
Salomon occasionally stipulated mat certain music was required for lhe proper
reception of her works, and she called
such multi-media perfonnances "operettas." Apan from their value as art,
Professor Felstineremphasized the paintings' intereSI as an attempt 10 "look back
on a life from wilhin tbe Nazi Holocausl" Yel memory, on both the personal and tbe cultural level. is precisely
what genocide seeks to eradicate. Hence
Salomon's artistic production could be
seen as an example of what Waller Benjamin might have called "true history
flashing up in a moment of crisis." As
Professor Felstiner went on to relate and
to illustrate with slides of Salomon's
work, there seems 10 have been a legacy
of suicide among the female members of
Salomon's family. a legacy of which she
herself was formany years kept ignorant,
even after her own mother's death. According 10 Professor Felstiner. suicide
was not much short of epidemic proportionsamong highly educated. urban, professional. Gennan. Jewish women in the
early part of this century. Professor
Felstinersuggests that it wasaconfluence
of Salomon's discovery of mis "family
secret," her own coming to tenns with
the sense of her being "next in line," and
the context of Nazi persecution which
prompted her to begin the projcci she
would entitle. "Leben?oderTheaterT' In
Professor Felstiner's words. lhe fundamental question for Charlotte Salomon,
then, "was whether to take her life or to
paint it."
The presentation followed a roughly
chronological progression through
Salomon's life, but also provided some
interesting glimpses of the trials and
tribulations of Professor Felstiner's research. The greatest difficulties arose
simply as a result of the relative thoroughness of Nazi genocide; it was extremely difficult to find extant documents of Charlotte Salomon's life in
Berlin, and few of the people most likely
to remember her would themselves have
survived thedeath-eamps. YetProfcssor
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Felstiner's successes seem 10 have been whose ideology had nothing more 10 it
considerable: she located Salomon's step-- than a hollow ring.
molber and several grade-school classmates who remembered her distinctly.
Curiously, the image that arose of Charlotte was rather unremarkable. In fact,
Professor Felstiner described Charlotte
as morc or less a "non-person," an excruciatingly shy, wimdrawn. immanently.s:
~forgettable" girl. Yel the stories thai ~
ProfessorFelstinerevenlUallyuncovered, ]
and which she briefly relaled in lbe pre- ~
sentation, begin 10 suggest me rich inner
Iifeandacuteobservationoffamilymem- -a.
Barbel Boh/ey
bers and friends one sees represented in
lbe paintings. Many of them revolve She considers her most important contriaround me figure of Charlotte's step- bution to lbis "revolution" the willingmolber Paula. whom Professor Felstiner ness and courage to question/challenge
met and who, along with Mr. Salomon. existing S[(lJCIUreS, to break them open
were me first to discover lbe large body of and expose the emptiness behind the
work their daughter had leC! behind.
seemingly powerful facade.
It was apparent by the end of the lecMosl of her audience were students
ture. that Professor Felstiner. like her who knew enough Gennan to appreciate
husband, undertook the task of her re- BliTbel Bohley's very personal account
search for reasons which go far beyond of an event which changed the world.
intellectual curiosity, and perhaps touch
Gesa Valk is Senior Lecturer in
upon a deeper responsibility of the
German, Department ofModem
scbolar. One might call this responsibilLanguages at Cornell
ity an historical one: to witness for the
wilncsses. 10 seize what is in danger of
sinking into forgetfulness. Ultimately,
the Felstiners have reminded us.mrough
their writings and meir presence here, of
the imperative of remembrance.
John R. Crutchfield is a graduar~
student in the Department of
English at Cornell.
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'CALL FOR PAPERS

BARBEL BOHLEY
AT CORNELL

German Colloquium Series
Fall 19%
Spring 1997

Gesa M. Valk
On April II BMbcl Bohley gave a talk
at Cornell entitled "Aufarbeitung von
Diktaluren" (Coming to Tenns with Dic·
talorships). Since she was in "On me
ground noor" of bringing down the
politbureau in East Gcnnany, her accounts of those days and weeks were
ex.tremely moving. She did nOI deliver
a prepared speech but gave some examplesofthe repressive measures which
were dealt her by a corrupl socialisl
regime, whose economy had collapsed,

Graduate students interested in
presenting a paper at the German
Colloquium Series,
please call the Institute at 5-8408
between 10:30 and 5:00 MondayFriday or c-rnall Js7S@cornell,cdu
L
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